Call for Manuscripts

SRATE Journal Volume 30(1)

The SRATE Journal is a peer-reviewed publication of the Southeastern Regional Association of Teacher Educators. The mission of the SRATE Journal is dissemination of scholarship and research related to the profession of teaching with an emphasis on teacher preparation. The journal is published twice yearly using thematic and non-thematic formats.

Spring Volume 30(1) Papers Due: January 4, 2021

Theme: Open to all educational topics

You are invited to submit a manuscript for possible inclusion in the next issue of the Southeastern Regional Association of Teacher Educators’ journal, SRATE, housed in the Department of Teaching and Learning, College of Education, Austin Peay State University.

We invite submissions that focus on current topics and conversations as they relate to education such as successful classroom techniques or technology integration; teacher or faculty professional development; K-12 rural or urban schools; STEM education; teacher education preparation; equity; and inclusion in the classroom. We are especially interested in results in action research and best practices.

All manuscripts must be original, unpublished works and relate directly to the K-12 classroom or the preparation of teacher educators or school administrators. All submissions go through a blind peer-review process.

Submission Guidelines

Style: Authors should use the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (7th edition). All text pages should be numbered. Please do not include a running head.

Format: All manuscripts, including references, tables, charts, and figures should not exceed 15 pages and should be submitted in Microsoft Word, Times New Roman font, 12-point text, double-spaced, with one-inch margins. Please place all tables, charts, and figures at the end of the manuscript and follow APA formatting guidelines. Ensure you place a callout within the body of your manuscript to indicate where any included table or figure should appear within your manuscript.

Cover Page: Include the title of the manuscript, date of submission, author’s name, email address, biographical information that identifies author’s title, institutional affiliation and area(s) of research interest (30 words per author) as well as a statement indicating that the manuscript is not under consideration nor been published elsewhere.

Abstract: Include a concise 100-word, double-spaced narrative at the beginning of the manuscript.
Submitting: Manuscripts must be submitted electronically to the SRATE Journal editors via e-mail to srate_journal@apsu.edu with a subject line SRATE Journal Submission.

Deadline for submissions is January 4, 2021 at midnight.

If you have any questions, contact the co-editors, Drs. Catherine Gatewood-Keim or Cheryl Lambert at srate_journal@apsu.edu, gatewoodkeimc@apsu.edu or lambertc@apsu.edu.